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A history-making strike by Amazon workers in Coventry could cost the company moreA history-making strike by Amazon workers in Coventry could cost the company more
than £2million, GMB figures show.than £2million, GMB figures show.

Up to 400 workers at Amazon’s Coventry warehouse will walk out today [Thursday 2 March] on dayUp to 400 workers at Amazon’s Coventry warehouse will walk out today [Thursday 2 March] on day
three of the strike – the first ever the company has faced in the UK.three of the strike – the first ever the company has faced in the UK.

Workers are angry at an enforced pay rise of just 50 pence per hour.Workers are angry at an enforced pay rise of just 50 pence per hour.

Amazon Coventry workers will also walk out for five consecutive days from 13 to 17 March and GMBAmazon Coventry workers will also walk out for five consecutive days from 13 to 17 March and GMB
estimates that the combined cost of the 8 days of industrial action could be more than £2 million.estimates that the combined cost of the 8 days of industrial action could be more than £2 million.

https://www.gmb.org.uk/news/search?&issue=32
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2022 UK revenue in USD2022 UK revenue in USD 30,074,000,00030,074,000,000

2022 average exchange rate2022 average exchange rate 1.23691.2369

2022 UK revenue in GBP2022 UK revenue in GBP 24,314,010,83424,314,010,834

Weekly (eight day) revenue (GBP)Weekly (eight day) revenue (GBP) 532,909,826532,909,826

AWS as percentage of revenueAWS as percentage of revenue 15.615.6

Weekly revenue (GBP) minus AWSWeekly revenue (GBP) minus AWS 449,864,384449,864,384

350 striking workers as percentage of permanent UK Amazon jobs350 striking workers as percentage of permanent UK Amazon jobs 0.50.5

Implied revenue loss from one week strike (GBP)Implied revenue loss from one week strike (GBP) 2,249,3222,249,322

Amanda Gearing, GMB Senior Organiser, said:Amanda Gearing, GMB Senior Organiser, said:

“The public and Amazon customers will be asking themselves why one of the world most profitable“The public and Amazon customers will be asking themselves why one of the world most profitable
companies is willing to take a big financial hit instead of resolving this dispute.companies is willing to take a big financial hit instead of resolving this dispute.

“All these low-paid workers want is a £4.50 rise for low paid workers. Instead, Amazon’s refusal to“All these low-paid workers want is a £4.50 rise for low paid workers. Instead, Amazon’s refusal to
negotiate is hitting shareholders in the pocket.negotiate is hitting shareholders in the pocket.

“People will be forgiven for reaching the conclusion that Amazon top brass are focused only on“People will be forgiven for reaching the conclusion that Amazon top brass are focused only on
breaking the spirit of striking workers in Coventrybreaking the spirit of striking workers in Coventry

“Morale on the picket line in January was sky high and the support we’ve had from here in Coventry and“Morale on the picket line in January was sky high and the support we’ve had from here in Coventry and
around the world has kept that going ever since.around the world has kept that going ever since.

“GMB’s message to Amazon is simple; recognise your workers union, pay £15 now and make Amazon“GMB’s message to Amazon is simple; recognise your workers union, pay £15 now and make Amazon
safe for our members”.safe for our members”.
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